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Double cut saw

Photo Nathanael Coyne.Pizza parties are arguably the best type of parties, bringing joy to all young and old. To get the most mileage out of the pies you order for your next shindig, ask your local salon for a double cut of them. If you've never heard of double cutting before, don't worry, your pizza joint is, and that's a fairly simple premise. The pie is just cut twice as much, resulting
in twice as many slices. It's great for a child's half-because kids have tiny hands and sometimes a small appetite-but it's also great for adults due to that little spice life known as variety. Who wants to choose having another big slice of pepperoni-sausage-seed or another big slice of Hawaiian if you can get a smaller slice each? Nobody, that's who. One Thing You Should Ask When
Throwing Kids Pizza Party | Kitchn November 5, 2019 3 min read You Read Entrepreneur India, an international franchise operator of media. Fried chicken around the world is synonymous with Kentucky Fried Chicken, aka KFC. A growing pillar-to-pillar from its first franchise outlet in Utah in 1952 that now has a presence in over 135 states, KFC, serving its signature chicken, has
disrupted the fast-food industry. Brand entered india f &amp;amp; The B industry in 1995 with its first outlet in Bengaluru, and since then has opened over 400 restaurants in over 100 cities. While franchising since 2002, the brand re-organized the business of larger, well-capitalized franchisees in 2015. Now operating through a mix of franchise and equity restaurants, it's mainly
worked with two of its biggest franchise partners - Sapphire Foods India and Devyani International.How is KFC's India story so far? We are growing strong in the country, with the 11th consecutive quarter celebrating the 11th consecutive quarter of single-digit same-store sales growth in the last quarter. We are now present in over 100 cities with a network of 400 restaurants
across India. There have been several milestones along the way – our first women's restaurant, the first restaurant run by specially capable crew members, and our foray 110th. We are looking to achieve many more such milestones in India.What are your best practices to ensure consistent quality and service in all stores? We believe in a culture of transparency and our chicken
undergoes 34 quality control processes before it reaches the consumer. In addition, we are open to feedback and suggestions about the food served in our restaurants. Our Open Kitchens program has been going on successfully for years. Customers are welcome to walk to any of our restaurants across India and ask for a kitchen tour to see for themselves the strict quality and
hygiene standards that we adhere to, along with our strict internal quality monitoring Are you creating excitement among consumers around KFC? We communicate with our consumers through innovative and exciting campaigns. Since introducing India's own Colonel Sanders through KFC Land recently revealing India's first food celebrity Madame Tussauds India, the idea is to be
distinctive and yet relevant to our consumers. We want our consumers not only to price the product, but also to deal with the brand. We are drawing knowledge of our continued involvement with them in order to come up with newer innovations. KFC's newest merchandise is also a cool extension to bond with more chicken lovers and KFC fans. KFC India owns less than 20
percent of all stores in India. Let's move on, what's your franchise strategy? We continue to have a game in the market, both through equity and franchise stores. We are currently strong at 400 restaurants (as in June 2019) and we are confident that our presence will grow further. We take a long-term view of how we create a brand in a meaningful way in the country. The aim is to
continue to work closely with franchisee partners to unlock economic growth. (This article was first published in the October 2019 issue of Entrepreneur Magazine. To order, click here) Maybe there is no room for your house to have rolled out constant changes in technology more than your kitchen. Even the simple task of finding the recipe has shifted times. Long gone are the
days of searching through your food-splattered index cards and dog-eared cookbooks. With the advent of the iPad, it seems that everything is Googling which is for dinner. Enter Andrea Ponti, a young Italian designer based in Japan, whose Bosco cutting board is a brilliant low-tech addition to the hi-tech kitchen. Ginkgo wooden plank is available in two parts: base and cutting
board. The base is notched to keep your iPad or other tablet. This opens up your cooking process to a whole new world. Forget running a laptop to check out the next step in your chosen Epicurious recipes. With your iPad front and center, you will not only have recipes at hand, but you can also check out Spotify's musical ac ac, a message for your foodie friends to find out what
goes into the bouquet garni and post a picture of the finished product on Facebook. And if you hate dining alone, move to the base and iPad dining room and Skype with a dinner date. Once you're done cooking, the clipboard slips in the same step that propped up the iPad.Ponti warns against taking your creations too seriously. Bosco is designed to provoke and test the
connection between technology and kitchen tool, which is often boring and flat, but used daily. Serious or not, Bosco's cutting board creates a social platform-literally-for a connected-in, home cook. [Pictures courtesy of Andrea Ponti] We can earn a commission on links to this page, we recommend only products that we return. Why trust us? Cut the perfect slice of cake every time
simple tricks slicing them just right. 1 9 Different cakes must be cut differently. Here are some easy to follow the rules of slicing standard cake shape so you don't end up with crumbs. 2 9 Before cutting any cake, measure the number of slices you need. To do this, score the slices first by gently marking the knife, where you can cut it. Use a long thin-edged knife to cut the slices of
layer cakes and cut gently with the sawing motion. 4 9 Slice ginger cakes such as angel food or chiffon, use a jaded knife and saw very gently cut through the cake without losing its airiness. 5/9 Cheesecakes and other dense cakes, you should rinse the knife in very hot water before slicing. This will help prevent the knife from sticking or tearing the cake. 6/9 After each cut, wipe
the knife into a more pristine slice. 7 9 For square or rectangular cakes, cut over the width of the cake and make parallel slices. 8 9 Then cut the length of the cake and the entire first set of slices. You should now be evenly sized and shaped into pieces of cake - which will make everyone happy. 9/9 Watch a quick video for step-by-step instructions. Advertising – Continue reading
below This content has been created and maintained by a third party and imported into this page to help users submit their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io delicious dessert Recipes Food &amp;amp; Recipes Background: I want my roommates to know when I'm meditating, so they know to give me time to get out
of my room and be more mindful of my noise levels. At night, I also want them to know when I'm asleep, as I usually sleep earlier than most. My solution is this two-sided doorknob hanger! In this instruction, I will guide you through the process of preparing a file, cutting the hanger, and finishing it. If you don't have access to a laser cutter and would like a hanger like that yourself,
you can get one from my Etsy shop. You need these accessories: You can download the hanger template from adobe illustrator file Thingiverse. This file contains the following:Layer test. It's a small shape I'm sending to the laser cutter to test cutting and raster settings. Front layer. This layer is the meditative side. It contains text and graphics with black fill (which shows the
TechShop laser cutter etching). It contains a curved contour hanger of 0.001 red stroke (which indicates cutting the TechShop laser cutter), and it contains a rectangular contour around that small boundary, also stroked red. When you send this layer a laser cutter, you can actually hide the contour layer because it will only be cut on the back. Back to layer. That there's a sleeping
side. It contains the same black graphics and red outlines. But the red contours have been reversed - they were copied and reflected horizontally from the front layer. You can change the pictures the way you want. If you change the outline of the hanger, for example, to fit a larger button, make sure that everything is aligned correctly. (Hopefully you've already sent a test layer to
determine your optimal settings for your specific laser cutter). First you print the front. Make sure to hide the other layers (test/back) and hide the outline layer inside the front layer. You should see only the rectangular outline and the inside of the graphics. The reason for the rectangular outer layer is to simplify registration when you are ready to cut the back. The small limit on the
side of that layer is to give you an additional registration point. (It is possible that you can register just as easily only by doing a curved outline, you are welcome to test this method.) When you place the image in laser cutter software, consider the exact x/Y position of the upper left corner (seen in the picture on the right side). This will help you position the back image. Take this
rectangular piece and turn it around. Now only the back layer of Adobe Illustrator is displayed, and send each sublayer to the laser cutter. We've already cut this rectangular contour, so why are we re-send it? Because it makes it much easier to make sure that we're lining up the front right. You can make sure that the upper left of the rectangle is the same X/Y as when cutting the
front, both by checking the coordinate match and by checking the laser, there is an angle. For the second registration point, you can also view the location of the left side border. How can we avoid cutting a rectangle twice and sending a laser cutter through empty air? On the TechShop laser cutter, I just pause to work when it's made with a curved outline. It always cuts the outer
lines last, so I know that the rectangle is always the last path it's trying to cut, and I can just finish the job prematurely. I even added another inner rectangle before that outer one, so I have even more time to stop working on time. Alternatively, use a different color for a rectangle and manually change the controls of laser cutter software to set the 0% power for that color. These
techniques may not work with the laser cutter you use, but so talk to knowledgable people if you're not sure. How about a cut? The second time I cut it, I noticed how wobbly the rectangle was because it wasn't weighted down. I decided to just cut the rectangle, with the difficulty of pushing at the top and bottom. I can't cut several back pieces at once so, but it doesn't wobble much
less, and I still able to register it just fine. Happy Birthday! You cut the two-sided hanger. You may feel sad about the burn mark around the hanger. This can be avoided by using blue tape in previous stages, but I avoid it for waste saving reasons. For me, the next step is always grinding. Now use a flexible grinding sponge to sand off the grinding marks and brush away the dust
after grinding. To avoid the sand in your eyes, wear safety goggles or onion goggles (my favorite!). Start your grinding with a coarser grit, like 80, and finish with a thinner grit, like a 220.Alternative technique: power up an electric toothbrush with an old brush, put the dab peeling brush and scrub soot marks away. Rinse it and hang it dry. Then sand it as needed. A nice way to finish
wood projects is polycrylate satin finish. It gives the wood a fine sheen, plus it adds a protective layer. Normally, you should wear at least 2 layers. Sand 220 sponge after the first layer, sand away the blade that was raised from the first coat. Coat.
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